TEACHERS RESOURCE PACK
globalocean.org.uk

HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE PACK
Global Ocean is a marine conservation charity intent on raising awareness on plastic pollution
in our oceans. Our education stream aims to equip teachers and pupils with knowledge about
the issues surrounding plastic in the marine environment and encourages them to take action
towards reducing and recycling their plastic waste. The ‘Plastic Not Fantastic’ resource pack is
designed to be stimulating and engaging whilst providing key information, guidance and useful
tips on this topic.
The pack is designed for use with children aged 4-11 years and pupils will be informed about:
•
•
•
•
•

How plastic reaches the ocean and affects marine habitats
What the impact of plastic pollution is on marine species
How plastic enters the marine food chain
Implications on human health
What they, their family, their school and their community can do to make a difference

Using our ‘Plastic Not Fantastic’ pack as a supplement for teaching the United Kingdom’s
National Curriculum provides a complementary sustainability element for enhancing pupils
enrichment and experiences as active and responsible citizens. The activities included have
been designed to allow for the development and practice of:
• Systems thinking - e.g. making links between what they learn and what they do
• Futures thinking - e.g. envisioning probable and preferable futures
• Action competency - e.g. taking action based on what has been learned
We hope that you and your students will enjoy engaging in the fun and thought-provoking activities
provided to further your understanding about the increasing problem of plastic pollution.
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INTRODUCTION TO PLASTIC POLLUTION
Over the last 50 years, plastic products have become almost irreplaceable in our lives and are
used in huge quantities across the world. An estimated 8% of the world’s crude oil is used for
producing plastic in thousands of different forms for human beings.
As this substance is very cheap and versatile around 50% of the plastic items we produce are
single use products and subsequently get thrown away almost immediately. Plastics do not
biodegrade, they photodegrade; this involves plastic breaking down into smaller and smaller
pieces under the exposure of the sun’s ultraviolet rays but never ceasing to exist in their most
basic form. This means, with the exception of the small amount that has been incinerated,
virtually every piece of plastic ever made still exists in some shape or form.

PLASTIC POLLUTION FACTS

Over 1 million
seabirds and 100,000
marine mammals die FROM
We throw away over half of our plastic items
after using them just once!

plastic entanglement or ingestion each year

Plastic debris exists in all oceans on Earth
> References available at globalocean.org.uk/#!resources/cru8 (Last updated 2014)
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the journey of plastic
Human beings have been allowing plastic waste to enter
and accumulate in the oceans without considering the
consequences for over 40 years. Although direct dumping is
now banned, 60-80% of marine plastic debris comes from
being disposed of on land and ends up in the oceans. The
main ways that plastic enters the oceans is by being blown
or washed out to sea along the world’s coastlines, carried to
the sea via sewers, rivers and other waterways or dumped
and spilled overboard from ships and boats.
Studies over the past few decades have suggested that
millions of square kilometres of ocean surface are covered
with floating garbage patches. Most plastics naturally float
and along with other litter get transported for thousands
of kilometres in ocean currents making this a global issue.
Studies have shown this floating debris is accumulating
in certain areas called gyres. There are 5 natural gyres in
our oceans, the largest being the North Pacific Gyre which
has been estimated to be almost 6 times the size of the
UK. These are full of our floating waste and have a higher
percentage of plastic than the rest of the ocean forming a
thick toxic soup of plastic in areas crucial for marine life.

North pacific
gyre

south pacific
gyre

Damage to marine ecosystems by plastic pollution is estimated
to cost at least $13 billion annually and is growing each year.

north atlantic
gyre

indian ocean
gyre
south atlantic
gyre

Gyres have a higher % of plastic
than the rest of the ocean,
making a thick plastic soup

globalocean.org.uk
> Download
as a classroom poster at globalocean.org.uk/#!resources/cru8 & find out more on page 22.
06 Plastic Pollution
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impact on marine life

the toxic cycle of plastic

Plastic pollution causes serious harm to
wildlife and often results in their death.
The main ways it does this is through:

ranges.

• Clogging up underwater environments
and destroying habitats
• Ingestion by filter feeders or mistaken
for prey by predators
• Entangling and entrapping marine animals
• Releasing poisonous toxins that get absorbed
• Translocation of invasive species
Entanglement and ingestion of plastic can
cause suffocation, drowning, increased
vulnerability to predators or starvation.
Many different species are affected around
the world and it has been estimated that
one million seabirds and 100,000 marine
mammals die each year from these causes.
Ingestion especially affects turtles who
often mistake plastic bags when hunting for
jellyfish and studies have shown that 5080% of dead sea turtles found have ingested
plastic. Marine mammals also ingest plastic
and around 43% of these species are affected
each year. For example, in 2013 a sperm
whale was found dead off the coast of Spain
after swallowing 17kg of plastic dumped in
the ocean by a UK supplier.
Seahorses anchor themselves to natural
plants on the seabed but can confuse plastic
bottles for suitable anchors, potentially
leading them to drift away from their home
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Plastic is extremely persistent in the marine environment. It does not biodegrade and instead
reacts with the saltwater and sunlight in a chemical process called photodegradation. Plastic
fragments into smaller and smaller pieces which join existing particles, including microplastics,
releasing harmful toxins into the water (including PCBs and BPA). These poisonous chemicals
enter the marine food chain through absorption and ingestion by smaller animals, such
as crustaceans and plankton, and become more concentrated through the predator-prey
relationship, a process called bioaccumulation. It is through bioaccumulation that we could
eventually see these toxins affecting human food products.
Recent studies have shown that this process can result in negative impacts on human health. For
example, BPA has been linked to conditions such as obesity and cancer, whereas the other chemicals
in plastic can cause developmental defects, diabetes and liver complications, amongst others.
These toxins also affect the ability of marine organisms to function and reproduce, thus threatening
commercial fisheries and our ability to feed our growing global populations.
This cycle highlights the need to consider the importance of plastic reduction, reuse and
recycling in our everyday lives. Our planet cannot withstand the current levels of plastic
production and subsequent waste.

dangerous toxins
from plastic make
their way into the
food chain and onto
our plates!
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HOW CAN WE HELP?

01

never litter

02
02

never
flush
never
flush
plastic
plastic

04

use refillable
drink bottles

03
03

a bag
useuse
a bag
forfor
lifelife

05

buy for life
not price

06

08

Shop
Sustainably

buy second hand
and recycled

07

09

change the way
you cook

10

educate others

say no to single
use plastics

simple things
we can do to
make our oceans
cleaner

globalocean.org.uk
> Download
as a classroom poster at globalocean.org.uk/#!resources/cru8
10 Plastic Pollution
Pack | this
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Save Your Fish!
Suggested Age Group: 4–5 years
Plastic has been getting into our oceans for many
years and can harm fish and other marine animals. To
demonstrate how you can do your bit to help, why not
try this fun activity and save your fish from an ocean full
of plastic.

The Plastic Bag Problem!
Key Stage 1
Science: Animals,
including humans

Suggested Age Group: 5–11 years
Even children are able to contribute to reducing, reusing
and recycling plastics. Talk to them about the problems
with single-use plastics and help them understand that by
choosing alternative objects we can reduce the amount of
waste we create.

Key Stage 1&2
English: Writing
composition

you will need

you will need

• Plastic bottle labels
• Small pieces of plastic (cut up bottles
or bottle tops)
• One piece of blue paper
• A stick or short pole
• A piece of a string
• A magnet
• Paperclips

•
•
•
•

what to do

what to do

• Cut the edges of the blue paper into wavy shapes and draw some lines on to look like
ocean waves.

• Write a persuasive letter to your local MP or Council to ban the distribution of plastic bags
from shops in your area.

• Cut the plastic bottle labels into fish shapes and place in your ocean.

• Include how plastic bags pollute the oceans and suggested alternatives that are more
environmentally friendly.

• Attach paperclips to the pieces of cut up plastic or bottle tops and place in your ocean
to show the pollution.

A4 coloured paper
Different coloured plastic bags
Glue
Pens, paints and scissors

• Choose a sea creature or ocean environment that plastic bags can affect.

• To make your fishing rod, tie one end of the string around the end of the stick and the
other end to the magnet.

• Upcycle the plastic bags you have by decorating the back of the letter with a collage of this
animal or environment.

• Using the fishing rod, pick up the plastic pieces to remove the pollution from the ocean
and save your fish!

• If you can, send the letters to your local MP or Council to actively contribute to helping
reduce plastic waste.

* Discuss why plastic in the ocean is poisonous for the fish

* Discuss how the children can help to reduce plastic
pollution in the oceans

12 Plastic Pollution Pack | globalocean.org.uk
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Upcycled Plastic Collages
Suggested Age Group: 5–11 years
Think about recycling plastic creatively and turning it into
an art project. Bring in some plastic you can creatively
recycle from home. Using these plastics, make a collage
of a marine animal with a message about how plasic
pollution harms them.

Does plastic ever go away?
Key Stage 1&2
Art & Design:
Craft & Design

Suggested Age Group: 7–11+ years
Plastic can take up to 1000 years to breakdown in the
oceans and only ever fragments into smaller pieces
meaning it always exists in some shape or form.
This experiment encourages children to find natural
alternatives to everyday materials.

Key Stage 2
Science: Living
things and their
habitats

you will need

you will need

• Used plastic bottles, wrappers, tubs and
trays (or any other plastic you have)
• Glue, pens, paint and scissors
• Paper templates of marine animals

•
•
•
•
•
•

what to do

what to do

• Create a marine animal outline. Use the recycled plastic to fill in the shape of the marine
animal as a collage. Add features and detail with pens and paints.

• Put the vegetable, fruit, paper, metal and plastic in a container each.

• Collect all the marine animals together and arrange on one large piece of paper.
• Decorate the collage to show an underwater scene and add a message to this from your
marine animal such as:
‘Plastic bags are bad for my health!’
‘I can’t eat plastic’
‘Please don’t feed me your plastic bottles’
‘Would you like plastic bags filling up your home?’

x5 containers with lids
Water (sea water if possible)
A vegetable (like a piece of carrot)
A fruit (like an apple core)
A piece of paper (just a small one)
A piece of metal (like the ring pull on a
canned drink)
• A piece of plastic (like a bottle top)

• Add the water or seawater to each container and seal it.
• Put the containers on the windowsill where they get as much sun as possible.
• Watch these over the course of the year and think about what effects they might have on animals in the sea. Keep a diary every week or two of what the items look like, and how much
they’ve broken down (you can probably throw the fruit and vegetables away quite quickly).
At the end of the year have a big class discussion about what you have found and what the
effect of plastic can be on marine animals and habitats.

• Display the poster to educate others.

* Discuss how plastic affects marine habitats

14 Plastic Pollution Pack | globalocean.org.uk

* Think about all the things that have happened in the past
1000 years

Plastic
PlasticPollution
PollutionPack
Pack | globalocean.org.uk 15

Design a reusable bag
Suggested Age Group: 4–11+ years
It is easy to reduce your single use plastic consumption
with a reusable canvas bag. Instead of using plastic bags
which you then throw away, encourage your mum or dad
to use a canvas bag or Bag For Life instead. Decorate your
own re-usable canvas bag!

Design a reusable bottle
Key Stage 1&2
Science: Uses
of everyday
materials

Suggested Age Group: 5–11+ years
Instead of using plastic bottles for water we can also use
long-lasting aluminium ones. Design a bottle to make
sure people want to reuse them rather than just throw
them away. This activity encourages children to think
about how to use alternative materials to plastic and the
positive effects this has on the oceans.

you will need

you will need

•
•
•
•

• A4 paper bottle template
• Glue
• Pens, paints and scissors

A plain canvas bag
Fabric paints
Big potatoes cut in half to dip in paints
Potatoes with fish shape cut into them.

Key 1&2
Art & design:
Craft & design

what to do
• Get creative and design a bottle that is colourful,
ocean friendly and will make people want to reuse
their bottle.

what to do
• Older children can decorate as they wish and add a slogan too.
• For younger children use the potatoes to make the main body of turtles. Then use your
fingers dipped in paint for the head, arms and legs. Use the fish shaped ones in different
colours to decorate the bag.

• For example you could:
Add pockets to the bottle for storing small items.
Add a strap to make it easy to carry.
Add pictures or names to the bottle to personalise it.
Use bright colours to make it eye-catching.

• You can create any underwater scene on your bag to remind you why you are using it,
to help the oceans.

* Discuss how plastic can be recycled and reused in a
variety of different ways

16 Plastic Pollution Pack | globalocean.org.uk

* Discuss how plastic toxins enter the food chain
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become a Recycling Ranger
Suggested Age Group: 4–11+ years
Decorate a box to use for waste plastic materials that
can be recycled. Every week, take it to the recycling bins
or your local recycling centre. Encourage others to create
a recycling box of their own.

Teaching
Get
Creative
children
& Takeaged
Action
9-11
Key Stage 1&2
PHSE: Recycling
& Sustainability

you will need
• A large cardboard box
• Plastic to be recycled from home or the
classroom
• Large piece of paper and pen

what to do
• Together, decorate the box using plastics you were going to throw away.
• With your classmates and teacher, come up with a list of ways you can recycle plastic or
help stop plastic pollution.

Suggested Age Group: 4–11+ years
Tell your friends and families about the effects of plastic
pollution on our oceans. Create a poster or flyer with the
information below, then put it up around your school or
home or share it in your local community.

Key stage 1&2
PHSE: Community
Engagement

When you think about plastic pollution and recycling, remember to think about your:

O nly drink tap water if you can
C ontact the local council to ban single use bags
E ncourage recycling, use canvas bags & re-usable bottles
A rtistically recycle your plastic
N otify your friends and family about plastic pollution
S tart a recycling scheme with your class

• Write this on the piece of paper and place this next to the recycle bin you create to remind
you of other ways to help stop plastic pollution.

*	share the ideas you have with others and spread the
message on ways to stop plastic pollution
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* Discuss further ways to spread the message in your
local community
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Think about the future
Suggested Age Group: 5–11 years
There are plenty of alternatives to everyday plastics and
we are capable of reducing our waste on a daily basis
by making simple changes. This activity helps children
to explore alternatives to plastic and think about the
choices they can make to reduce their plastic waste.

What else can you do?
Key Stage 1&2
Science: Uses
of everyday
materials

Suggested Age Group: 7–11 years
There are many more simple ways to educate about
reducing plastic pollution and saving our seas. Why
not try out some more of the ideas below and see how
YOU can help the health of our oceans.

Key Stage 2
English, PHSE and
Art & Design

What to do

write

• Create a table of different types of materials e.g. plastic, paper, wood and metal. Take
one item each from your backpack, lunchbox, pencil case and drawer or locker and decide
which material it can be classified as and put it in the table.

Write a letter to your local supermarket explaining why it is important for them to try and
reduce their plastic packaging for food. Suggest alternatives to packaging fruit and vegetables
and other food items.

• Decide which items are recyclable and which are non-recyclable and create a new
table with this information.

discuss

• Discuss what alternative objects could be used instead of the non-recyclable or
plastic materials.

Why not invite your local MP or Council to discuss their views on plastic pollution. Ask them how
your local community is contributing to recycling schemes and ask them CAN THEY DO MORE?

challenge

design

Global Ocean would like to CHALLENGE YOU to try and have a PLASTIC FREE LUNCH.

• Try making jewellery or badges to remind people to think about their OCEANS?

Day 1 – Collect all of the plastic packaging from your lunch, snacks and drinks for one day
and keep these in the classroom with your name on.

• Remember to show off your tote bag or reusable water bottle with pride – you are doing
something great for the environment!

Day 2 – Bring in your normal packed lunch and snacks without using any plastic packaging. 		
Try experimenting with different materials instead.

• Create posters to spread the message about how we can live with less plastic every day and
reduce pollution in our oceans. Look at the poster on page 10 & 11 for inspiration!

Day 3 – Compare the materials used instead of plastic packaging with your classmates.
How easy was it to have a lunch without plastic packaging? Could you do this every day?

HOW CAN WE HELP?

01

06

never litter

Bonus Challenge
Find and record 5 different throwaway items made from plastic at home e.g. milk bottles, tubs
and trays. Draw these items then draw alternatives that could be used instead of plastic. Visit
your local supermarket and see how many alternatives you can spot.

* Discuss which plastic items you could reuse on a daily
basis rather than throwing away
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change the way
you shop

02
02

never
never
flush
flush
plastic
plastic

04

use refillabl
e
drink bottles

03
03

a bag
useuse
a bag
forfor
lifelife

05

buy for life
not price

07

change the way
you cook

10

educate others

08

buy second hand
and recycled

09

say no to single
use plastics

simple things
we can do to
Make our oceans
cleaner

* Discuss other ways to spread the message on plastic
pollution and help make a difference to the oceans
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Suggestions For Further Information
Teachers and parents can use the resources below to get additional in-depth information
about plastic pollution.

The Science Behind The Facts
There are many published research papers that focus on the more complicated issues linked
to plastic pollution. The listed resources are an example of some that explore this topic in
greater detail and can be used for learning more. Encourage your older students to conduct
independent research into this topic. This could be used as an activity to practice researching
and summarizing information from multiple sources.

Help us end plastic pollution and keep
the oceans clean and pristine for
generations to come...
If you would like to learn more, visit the Global Ocean website
or like us on our Facebook and Twitter pages for access to more
resources, up to date information and upcoming events on this
essential topic, as well as contributions from some great partner
organisations who support our message.
facebook.com/globalocean |  twitter globalocean1 #PlasticPoison

globalocean.org.uk

The Pollution of the Marine Environment by Plastic Debris: A Review - Derraik (2002) –
Marine Pollution Bulletin 44, 842-852
This paper is a critical overview of research conducted into the effects of marine plastic debris
on marine animals up to 2002. The paper is still cited by scientists to date and gives a solid
summary of research prior to 2002.
> www.marineconnection.org/docs/Derraik_J_2002_plastic_po.pdf
L.C.-M. Lebreton, S.D. Greer, J.C. Borrero, (2012). Numerical modelling of floating debris
in the world’s oceans. Marine Pollution Bulletin, [online] 64 pp. 653–661.
This study provides a framework for describing the transport, distribution and accumulation
of floating plastic debris in the world’s 5 Gyres.
> ftp://ftp.geog.ucsb.edu/pub/opl/tommy/Tsunami_Class_2013/MPB_floating_debris.pdf
UNEP, (2011), UNEP Year Book 2011: Plastic Debris in the Oceans.
An in-depth scientific report on the state of the oceans regarding plastic pollution and proposed
solutions for waste reduction.
> www.unep.org/yearbook/2011/pdfs/plastic_debris_in_the_ocean.pdf
UNEP, (2014). UNEP Year Book 2014: Emerging Issues in our Global Environment.
A public friendly resource giving an overview on plastic pollution in the oceans, its effects on
marine life, the economy and strategies for reducing it.
> www.unep.org/yearbook/2014/PDF/UNEP_YearBook_2014.pdf
Charles Moore (2014), Plastic Pollution. Encyclopedia Britannica Online.
Internet resource giving easy to understand information and facts about this topic.
> www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/1589019/plastic-pollution
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Find out more and get involved!
Global Ocean is a marine conservation charity established in 2006.
We focus on informing the public about plastic pollution and marine debris, and
teaching children about the importance of a healthy ocean. Our objective is to
heighten public awareness about the plight of the seas and to change the social
attitude towards marine conservation.
To do this, Global Ocean aims to:
•
•
•
•

Be the voice on plastic pollution in our oceans.
Fund small projects with big impacts worldwide.
Protect marine species and their habitats.
Generate an affinity to the marine world, to encourage individuals to
positively contribute to marine stewardship.
• Highlight the importance of individual and collective responsibility for our
marine resources, to safeguard them for future generations.
• Facilitate relationships between marine conservation bodies to guarantee
long-term sustainability of the oceans and their resources.

facebook.com/globalocean | twitter globalocean1 #PlasticPoison
Global Ocean Registered charity in England & Wales No. 1112899
Design by eyeownadesign.com

globalocean.org.uk

